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The Meaning of Pamali words in Buginese Society
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This research discusses about the meaning of Pamali words in Buginese
Society especially in Baru Orai village, Sengkang city. This research aims to analyze
the meaning of pamali words in buginese Society to describe the manner of Pamali
words in Buginese society. This research used descriptive qualitative methods and
was focused on Speech act theory by Austin (1962). This research was conducted
three types of speech act they are: locutionary act, illocutionary act and
Perlocutionary act to show meaning and response by young and old people about the
Pamali words Bugines Sociaty especially in BaruOrai village, tempe district,
Sengkang city. The researcher found that according three untitled words in Buginese
Sengkang according to old people and young people cannot be mentioned when they
are in the lake: crocodile, pig and monkey, because people believe it can be reduced
our income. However, young people leave the pamali word because they believe our
income from Allah swt .
Keywords: Pamali, Meaning, and Speech act theory,
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
Language was a form of human communication to functioning as a part of the
social system as well as tools for communicating ideas. It was obvious that language
cannot separate to the society. Every language has a meaning, and it became more
meaningful when it was placed within the social context. Furthermore, it was
supported by Ba’dulu in Faidah (2015:6) whose stated that language was not just a set
of sound but an arbitrary system with contains meaning and use by a human to
express by articulating their ideas.
Language had a meaning which makes it important and it was placed within the
social context of the society because of its usefulness. In Indonesia, especially in
South Sulawesi, young people expressed themselves differently to old people. The
old people in South Sulawesi were strictly believed in Pamali but some young people
cannot believe that.
Pamali in English word was known as Taboo based on Oxford's dictionary
definition means something excluded or forbidden from use, approach or mention.
Taboo in South Sulawesi especially in Buginese are widely known as Pamali. Pamali
mean expressions that had a position while functioning as social controlled for
someone in saying, acting or doing an activity. Similar to the concept of Taboo,
Pamali also had a message for people about life lessons or advised which is given by
people got a better personality.
According to Wardhaugh (2000: 234), a taboo was any society's behavior
which had to be avoided because of believed to be harmful to its members and would
cause them anxiety as well as embarrassment. However, in the present time, almost
every member of society had abandoned the concept of Pamali or Taboo. This
phenomenon can be found in Buginese society especially in Sengkang. Most of the
elders or parents in this particular community still holed the beliefs of Pamali by
respecting a certain cultural rule. However, unlike most of the teenagers there who
begin to abandon the concept of taboo resulting in a modern generation of the society
that was blind to the cultural norms.
This research was aimed towards to analyze the meaning of Pamali words in
the Buginese Society as well as understanding. People believed about the concept of
Pamali or Taboo in Buginese society. Moreover, the researcher clarified society's
response to Pamali or Taboo behavior occurring in the community. The researcher
chose Buginese society as the subject because the Buginese community surely had
strong cultural value, especially in their language.
There was supported Thesis by Nurhidaya BM (2015) titled "Taboos in
Soppeng culture (Ethnography study)", in Nurhidaya’s thesis about taboo in Soppeng
culture, she identified about connotative and denotative taboo in soppeng culture and
explained what were the impacts of violent taboo in soppeng culture. It was almost
the same as what the researcher conduct in this research. However, as an addition, the
researcher completed thesis by also explaining not just the meaning but also clarify
and find modern society response about pamali.
Language and meaning cannot be separated, if talked about language
automatically the talk which performed shall hold meaning .Language not only
grammatically constructed but also it had a relation with social context.  It Supported
by Halliday (1978) who stated:
“Social theory of language looks at language in terms of how it functions
within a set of relational contexts. When people learn the language they are
learning not only the structural or linguistic system but also how much
meaning is relational to the social order and social situation"
It means by learning a language, the learner was not only learn it was about
the structure or grammatical framework of that language, but they also learned about
meanings, which were strongly related to the social context.
Meaning was important for words or sentences. Meaning in a sentence or
words can change to accordingly with the response or assumption of the listener or
the reader. Usually, the one response of a person was different from the respond of
other people, which had more knowledge. The people response changed the meaning
of words or sentences and agreeable with perception and point of view by people
themselves.
Taboo or Pamali in the modern era was not as sacred back in the old period
because in modern society people tend to ignore what the real meanings of Pamali or
Taboo. It was the impact of the occidental culture in Indonesian. They were more
rational and did not believe in something irrational such as Pamali or taboo.
The researcher was interested in conducting this research because by seeing
the phenomenon that occurs at this time that the old people believed pamali as a
signal that must be obeyed for. However, in the modern era, as it was young people
perspective and mindsets today were different from those of old people because most
of them tend to underestimate the meaning of pamali and considered it something
ancient and it did not make sense. So that was the preservation of oral traditions
decreased especially pamali in the Buginese itself.
In this research, the writer wanted to know the real meanings of Pamali words
among those who believe them in the Buginese society especially in Sengkang and
the writer also wanted to know the response from young people and old people of the
society.
B. Research Question
According to the previous explanation, two questions will be answered in this
research.
1. What were the meanings of the Pamalior Taboo words in Buginese society?
2. How did young and old people respond to Pamali or Taboo in Buginese
society?
C. The objective of The Research
There are two main objectives of this research. They are as follows:
1). Described the meanings of Pamali or Taboo words in Buginese society.
2). Described the young and old people respond Buginese society.
D. Significance of The Research
1) This study gave a theoretical and practical contribution. Theoretically, the
research of the study was expected to explore meanings strategies were
employed by the Buginese society especially in terms of the speech act
theory.
2) However, practically the study expected to be a reference to the speech act
theory to analyze the meanings of Pamali words for future researchers.
3) The government had to pay attention and made a book about taboo words, so
the younger generation can recognize kind of taboo words in Buginese
society.  Developed of taboo words did not fade at the time and could be
remembered and studied as one of the cultures in Buginese. The students can
identify the meaning of taboo words in Buginese society.
E. Scope of The Research
In this research the researcher focused on the meaning and respond of Pamali
or Taboo words in Buginese society and analyze meaning of Pamali by Austin for
analyzed meaning, there were Locutionary act, Illocutionary act and Perlocutionary
act.
CHAPTER II
PREVIEWS OF RELATED LITERATURE
A. Previous Findings
The first thesis was from Nurhidaya BM (2015) entitle "Taboos in Soppeng
culture (Ethnography study)". The objectives of this research identified denotative
and connotative of taboos in Soppeng culture and to explain what the impacts of
violating the taboos in Soppeng culture.  This research used descriptive qualitative
from Fakuade’s theory (2011) in analyzing the data. The data collection of this
research is used an unstructured interview. In this research found seventh decorum
taboos from traditional customs events: mappadendang, mappatettong bola,
makkarawa bola and maccera bola and four decorum taboos from housing
construction: door and kitchen. Based on the finding, the researcher concluded that
Buginese still maintained decorum taboos because every single decoration construct
had a connotative meaning that considered to keep and control the behavior of
Buginese. Besides that, they believed the taboos had impacts if they break them. It is
proven by eleven taboos found by the researcher which still existed and obeyed by
them.
In the thesis by Amalia (2010), "Connotative and denotative meaning of
Taboo expression of Mandarese Fisherman society in majene Regency". In her thesis
focused on the taboo expression which was not allowed to express by fisherman
society in Majene regency during the period when they were sailing. In Mandarese
society, the taboo was called Pamali means something forbidden to do or to say
because it had a dangerous effect on fishermen's life.
The method was used in this thesis research was a descriptive qualitative
approach. Collected the data, the researcher used two techniques taken from the
interview and note-taking. The writer analyzed the data by used semantic analysis
with the explained denotative and connotative meaning of the taboo expression of
Mandarese fisherman society was Majene regency. The writer found out sixteen
taboo expressions of Mandarese fisherman society in Majene regency. The taboo
expressions of Mandarese fisherman society are divided into two parts:
(1) The taboo for fisherman themselves, (2) the Taboo for the fisherman family
included his wife and their children. All of the taboo meaning of Taboo expressions
had connotative and denotative meaning. The denotative meaning of Taboo
expressions was a prohibit to do or to say something and connotative meaning of
Taboo expressions was dangerous to their life like they were not safe, unlucky and
get disaster when they were sailing.
Based on the two previous studies, the researcher decided to focused on the
studies of Nurhidaya and Amalia, that was because their studies were similar in their
focused subjects such as their focus on the meaning and taboo, this was the same with
research that was about to be conducted by the writer. The second was that they also
similarly used a qualitative method for analyzing the data. Meanwhile the different of
this research with the previous research was the objects and theories that are used
.The first previous studyused Fakuda’s theory, while the second previous study object
was a fisherman's life in Mandarese society as an object.
B. Pertinent Idea
The pertinent ideas reviewed in this chapter dealt with all theories that were
used to support this chapter, the researcher explained the theories in this part of the
research. They were Meaning, Speech act, Pamali or Taboo, Language and Taboo.
1. Meaning
Meaning was one of the main subjects in semantic. Hornby (in Pateda, 1989:
45) argues that meaning was what we mean. It meant that something automatically
we can be known what the meaning in our sentences. The meaning (mind or
reference) was the relationship between symbols (symbols) and references or
referents. The relationship between symbols and references was indirect while
references with references were direct (Ogden and Richards in Sudaryat, 2009: 13).
According to Kreidler (1998:2), there were three discipline concerned with the
systematic study of meaning such as, psychology, philosophy, and linguistics.
Especially, in linguistics which was concerned with identifying the meaningful
elements of specific languages. It was concerned with describing how the elements
went together to express more complex meanings. Linguistics also dealt with the
meanings expressed by modulation of a speaker's voice and the processes by which
hearers or readers related new information to the information they already have.
Meaning was the influence of the linguistic unit in the understood of human
perception or behavior or of human groups, relationships in the sense of
correspondence or incompatibility between language and nature beyond language, or
between speech and all the things it show. Then Hartmann and stork (1972: 138) that
meaning was "the sense that a word conveys", can be applied to people who use
language, so meaning can be shown by people who used language. That meant that
every language had meaning. Human in this case used language to communicate and
every language that was delivered by a word had a meaning that aimed to provide
perception or viewed from one person to another.
2. Speech act
Speech act was basic unit of language used to express meaning, an utterance
that expresses an intention. In linguistics, the speech act was utterance defined in
terms of a speaker's intention and the effect it had on a listener. In principle, it was
the action of the speaker hopes to instigate in his or her audience. On Wikipedia
dictionary, Speech act in linguistics and the philosophy of language was also an
utterance that had per formative function in language and communication.
Speech act typically analyzed into two distinct components, they were a force
dimension (corresponding to how what was being said was being expressed) and a
content dimension (corresponding to what was being said).
The speech act had characteristically performed in the utterance of sounds or
the make or the marks. One difference between just utterance of sound or making
marks and the performing speech act was one of characteristically that said to have
meaning and a second related difference was that one was characteristically said to
mean something by those sounds or marks.
The speech act had context, in this case, was the words that the speaker said to
the listener. Spoken words had meaning, meaning related to situations where speech
is about an issue and was interpreted by the listener (2006p. 9). In the context of the
speech act related to context, the example of context was Pamali or taboo. Inside the
Pamali or Taboo contained every meaning that cannot be separated.
Pamali or taboo can indirectly be related to the speech act. The speech act was
all components of language and non-intact language, which involve participants in
the conversation and the context of the mandate. According to the large Indonesian
dictionary, Pamali was something that believed as a taboo or prohibition in adat.
Pamali can be associated with speech act meant in every word was prohibited had to
neither contain nor act the meaning in their words.
According to Austin (1962), there are kinds of speech act, they are:
a. Locutionary acts
The making of a meaningful statement, said something that a hearer
understood. The speech act was analyzed as a locutionary act. For example,
"Don't go into the water", it was phrase had a locutionary act with distinct
phonetic, syntactic and semantic features, counts as a warning to the listener did
not into the water as illocutionary acts .In Indonesia, there was Pamali or Taboo
word in Buginese. For example, "Do not say a “mouse” was located in a rice
field", it meant that told the listener that the word should not be said if we were
in that place.
b. Illocutionary acts
The concept of illocutionary acts was introduced to linguistics by the
philosopher J.L.Austin, in his investigation of the various aspects of speech
acts. Illocutionary acts were linguistic acts in which one can be said to do
something - like stating, denying or asking. Illuctionary act intended for the
audience, it might be a promise, an apology, an order, or an expression of
thanks or only an answer to a question, to notify the other person in the
conversation.
Illocutionary act is an attempt to communicate, which they analyze as
the expression of an attitude (Bach and Harnish 1979)linguistics
communication and speech act. Another conception of the illocutionary act in
which the illocutionary act is represented as just the act of meaning something.
Illocutionary acts were different from the locutionary acts, illocutionary acts is
a complete speech act, and whereby the speaker asserted what their speech. For
example, "is there any salt,’’ the illocutionary act as a request "please give me
some salt". In Indonesia especially Pamali or Taboo words in Buginese society.
For example, "Do not say a “mouse” is located in a rice field", it meant to
request or advice, not to say that word if we were in that place.
Illocutionary acts as called a "performative and constative utterances",
an utterance "performative" if, and only if it was issued in the course of the
"doing of an action" (Austins, 1975:5).  According to Austin's original
exposition in the book "How to Do Things with Words", an illocutionary act is
an act:
1) For the performance of which I must make it clear to some other
person that was performed.
2) The performance of which involved the production or Austins
called “conventional consequences" such as commitments or
obligations, rights. For example, to make a promise I must be clear
to my audience, I am performing was the making promise and the
performance I do the conventional thing to do the promised thing to
do promised was to keep promises. So, the audience understood
what it means to make an appointment and fulfill it. It can be
concluded if a promise was performing and fulfill the promise was
the conventional obligation.
c. Perlocutionary acts
Perlocutionary action is about the effect on the listener, in the audience's
feelings, actions, and changing one's mind. Perlocutionary actions affect
listeners or readers such as emphasis. So, perlocutionary action is an act of how
that action can influence or change one's mind or give effect from the speaker
to the listener .For example, ''I will not be your friend". The sentence has
Perlocutionary acts is can make a project a sense of fear into the audience. In
Pamali or Taboo word have example, "Do not say a “Belawoo (mouse) is
located in a rice field, because it will cause crop failure", in that sentence, the
sentence can change people's minds, so some people will be afraid or avoid the
word while in the field because they believe that mentioning the word can cause
rice to fail harvest.
According to Austin (1962 p.101) concentrates three levels or
components of utterances:
a) Locutionary act
For example, in Buginese society some people “Do not say “Belawo or
Mouse” if one’s currently in the rice field, it means many people know the
mouse is just animal or rat. Some people do not know what the other
meaning.
b) Illocutionary acts do something by saying something. In illocutionary
speech acts, speakers speak something using a unique power, which makes
the speaker act by what he said. This action has a meaning related to a
social function.
For example, in Buginese, some old people still believe Pamali or Taboo
word for a certain situation and they are will deliver what they believe in
young people. Such us "Do not say “Belawoo (mouse)” if one currently on
a rice field because it will cause crop failure”. Those words in Buginese,
especially in Bulukumba, still believe and some young people follow what
old people said.
c). Perlocutionary acts produce effects or results, namely the results of the
listener's effect, according to the situation and condition of the sentence's
pronunciation. It's not just words but actions.
In this research, the researcher takes the theory of Austin (1962) to
analyze the meaning of Pamali or Taboo words in Buginese society. Through
the word, because this theory has three stages to dig the meaning of Pamali
word, besides that theory has a wide complex explanation to understanding and
finding the meaning by reading his book which title is "How to do things
words (1962)".
3. Pamali
In all the traditions of the community, it is certainly known as Pamali
abstinence, of course with different terms in each region. In worldwide such as China,
Korea, Vietnam, and Japan. For example, people may not serve food in amounts of
four. In some countries, the number Four is seen as a carrier number of bad luck
because the pronunciation is similar to the word dead. In East Asia, some buildings
do not have the fourth floor. They intentionally eliminate the number four elements,
starting from 4, 14, 24, 34, 40, 49 and so on.
In Indonesia, precisely in South Sulawesi, there is Pamali.  The phrase in
question is "pammali"."Pammali an applied word from Arabic from the word
"FiilMadi"(past words), because in the development of our social relations and adab,
something that is taken away if violated is more often a bad effect (Anonim, 2013).
Pemmali is a term for Buginese used to declare a ban on someone who does
and says something inappropriate. Pemmali in the Indonesian Language is translated
into ''Pemali" which has the meaning of restrictions, prohibitions based on adat and
habits. Pamali is closely related to “Pappaseng” (message) by language
users/speakers, as high as any ‘Pappaseng” (message) is a life advice or lesson of
wisdom that is born from life exploration that is conveyed through literary works and
is one of the values of Bugis ethnic expression, but alsoPammali as a message that
gives a different effect to the volume of prohibitions that are very pressing because it
is followed by sanctions even though the form is sometimes occult.
The word pamali is more popularly spoken and heard by the people of
Indonesia. Pamali is worth the word abstinence or taboo. The Bugis community uses
Pamalias control of themselves in acting. Pamali is inherited from generation to
generation due to past experiences and habits associated with the events that befall
them.
In Buginese society especially in Buginese society in Gantarang Bulukumba
in Paenre Lmpoe village and Bialo village, there are many Pamali such as Pamali
word, for example, "Balawo or Mouse'', that word usually is not said when farming,
because can make loss or failure in farming. So, the people in there, will use another
word or change the word with a finer word such as "Punna Tanah or Ruler of the
soil".
According to Wardhaugh (2000:234), Taboo is the prohibition or avoidance in
any society of behavior believed to be harmful to its members in that it would cause
them anxiety, and embarrassment. Taboo language cannot be said, support by
Trudgill (2000: 18)  is "associated with things which are not said”, so taboo is
prohibited to say and into cursing, profanity, blasphemy, Obscenity, insults, sexual
harassment, vulgar language (it is categories of taboo words).
So, taboo language is a language that was banned or the one that which is
cannot be said with a certain situation because there is prohibition and believed could
be resulting in a dangerous situation. In language, the taboo is associated with things
which are not said, and in particular with words and expressions which are not used.
Besides taboo language, there is a taboo word. Taboo word is word cannot be said
and maybe some people will avoid or change the other words.
Qanbar (2011) further divided taboo words under general into two
subcategories:
1. Extremely appropriate forbidden words which are referred to as the
unmentionable, for example, "as*hole", "f*ck", "son of a b*tch".In
Indonesia especially in Buginese many Pamali or Taboo words, such
as "Asu which means Dog", there were words one of a word in
Buginese or the other which is the word unmentionable because the
word so rude (mocking other people).
2. Permissible or mentionable with minimizes. So, the use of taboo
language should not be arbitrary, usually, people will replace or avoid
the taboo words. For example, "stupid", "fool", "jerk".
In conclusion, Pamali or taboo words in other countries may be different.
Taboo or in Indonesia named Pamali, Pamali words can contain words that should
not be said or prohibit to say. People will avoid the Pamali or taboo words for
manners or manual convenience. Taboo words it does not have to be curses or
religious but can be harsh or swear words.
4. Language and Taboo
The language that cannot be separated from our daily lives, but several
languages must be traced to its use because most are considered very rough for most
people. Clean language or dirty language depends on the listener or the community
itself. One newspaper has entered a paragraph like this,
"This is not a Sunday school but a law school," the judge said, "will not
tolerate any harsh words during the jury selection and I will not have citizens
and prospective jurors," the judge added. (p. 472).
In this example the use of harsh words is prohibited, words are crude or clean
depending on who the community hears. In the same example, we can harsh words
are still considered inappropriate to say especially in the scope of academic. As we
see in the example, a harsh word considered as a taboo for some people and use that
word must assume the risk that has been set.
In book Introduction to Language (p.472), by Paul Theroux points out this:
"The word foreign oath is practically not offensive except to the person who
has learned it at the beginning of life and knows its social boundaries.''
(p.472)
Therefore, in foreign words like oaths for some people, it is not good to hear,
except for people who have learned it from the beginning and know the social
boundaries that must be done. If some people know the social place where they are
living, automatically they will know what things are forbidden, which are accepted
and which should not be said. Words like that are called taboo or word which means
"forbidden", a word that some people may not say or forbidden to say, usually the
community will replace the words in other words.
The statement is supported by Wardaugh:
"Certain things are not said, no because it's impossible, but because ‘people
don't talk about those things'; or, if they are discussed, they are discussed
around the way. " (Wardhaugh p. 239).
Then, not only in the real world, even in the world of film there is usually a
taboo word to say, for example in the movie Harry Potter, there is an evil character
whose name is "Voldemort", the name cannot be pronounced but they replace it with
"You-know-who". Taboo words in some societies cannot be avoided, usually, they
still believe words that are forbidden to say or they just don't talk about them.
Not only overseas, in Indonesia especially in Buginese society there are many
Pamali or Taboo. One of them in Buginese Bulukumba, in there are Pamali or Taboo
word cannot say, if they are in certain location, such as “Do not say Belawoor
(Mouse) if located in rice failed”, but the people are changing the word with "Punna
Tanah’’, it means who has ground”.
It means, taboo words still believed for some people. When they are doing not
talk about taboo, no because they are afraid but they just did not talk about that.
When they talk about taboo and was forced to say it, they just change their taboo
word with a good word to be heard.
. In society, some language cannot say in someplace, sometime, or arbitrary to
say because there are rules in society. Some people thrust if they are said something
that is prohibited such as Pamali or Taboo, maybe they have a risk for the word.
Then, when avoiding prohibited words, people usually not mentioned those words or
change the words.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
To made a process of research, an accurate and the valid result, the good
methodology be used by an interview with the community.
A. Method of Research
This research used the descriptive qualitative method. According to Bogdan
and Taylor, as quoted by Lexy J. Moleong (2000:p3), qualitative research is a
produces data descriptive in the form of written or oral words from people and
observed behavior. Meanwhile, descriptive research is a form of research intended to
describe the phenomena that exist, both natural phenomena and human engineering
(2000:p17). Descriptive, that is the data are collected in the form of words and
pictures, not numbers.
B. Subject of Research
The subject this research was a Buginese society in Sengkang (young people
from 17 years old to 29 years old and then old people (30 years old -up). The research
saw the response of Buginese Sengkang , which one they had a strong culture like
Pamali or Taboo.
In this research, the researcher asked a question on the custom opener or those
who the people knew about Pamali or taboo. For now about how the meaning of
Pamali words in Buginese society and the respond to pamali or taboo.
C. The instrument of Data Collection
This research used, video, and recording as an instrument of research to help to
identify and classify the data.
D. The procedure of Data collection
There were procedures for collecting data in this research:
a. The researcher identified Pamali or taboo words with an interview with
the custom opener or old people in Buginese Sengkang.
b. The researcher identified the meaning of Pamali or Taboo words with
interview old people and young people in Buginese Sengkang.
c. The researcher saw the response participant with used video and used the
speech act theory by Austin.
d. The researcher makes a conclusion of this research.
E. Data Analysis
i. The researcher collected the data from old people (30 years old -up)
and young people (17-29 years old) in Bugiense Tempe, Sengkang.
ii. The researcher analyzed the meaning of Pamali by the collected data
by using Austin’s theory and speech act.
iii. The researcher watches  the responses  of  the people on Pamali
words used the recorder and  video
iv. The researcher presented the data findings and drew conclusions.
CHAPTER IV
FINDING AND DISCUSSION
This chapter consists of findings and discussions. The finding part presents
the results of data analysis are the meaning of Pamali words and the responds of Old
people and young people. Meanwhile, the discussion part presents the detailed
description of the data findings.
A. FINDING
After identified and analyzed the data, the researcher found three (3) Pamali
word from respondents. The researcher found out the taboo words for the fisherman
in BaruOrai village, Tempe sub-district, Sengkang city and Wajo district. In this
section, the information about the meaning of Pamali words and responses people
about Pamali words. The research used the speech act theory by Austin (1962)
wherein explain the meaning and response of people about Pamali words in Buginese
society.
This study, researchers analyzed the pamali word in Bugis community,
precisely in Sengkang Regency. As for the targets used as information sub-
information were those who were 30 years old or older or those referred to as old
people and young people were those aged 17 until 29. Then, the researchers found
that there are three words of Pamali that should not be mentioned when in the Tempe
Lake and while fishing
a.) Pamali mentioned "crocodile"
Old people think that the word crocodile was a pamali word that should not
be spoken when in the lake and when fishing. According to respondents the word
crocodile was considered a sacred word for fishermen and was a thing that should not
be violated because the old people argue that if fishermen said that the word crocodile
while in the river or when fishing it can bring negative effects i.e. the recipe received
was reduced and the fish catch decreased. Besides that the crocodile by the
surrounding community as the ruler of the lake and is believed to bring negative
effects for anyone who violates it. therefore if a fisherman wants to go fishing it is
better not to say the word Crocodile and oppose it because it is believed that usually
people who oppose the inhabitants of the lake then it can endanger himself and
others, besides that we are also told to say good things so what that we get or what we
are looking for can be in accordance with our wishes.
b.)Pamali mentioned ‘’monkey’’
The word monkey according to the Baru Orai village community was a word
that should not also be said when we were in the lake or when fishing. According to
old people, the word was believed by the ancestors of the past as a word that should
be banned while in the lake or catch fish. According to belief, the word monkey was
believed to be a negative effect for those who say it like catching fish will be reduced.
Young people think the word monkey is no longer trusted because the word is
no longer believed as a pamali word. The word monkey, according to young people,
is believed by the community to be a prohibited word when fishing, but according to
young people, the word has no effect, for example, the public believes if mentioning
the word ‘’monyet (monkey)’’ as a word of prohibition and it is believed that our
recipe will decrease but according to young people the one who gives the blessing is
Allah Almighty so it has nothing to do with the word monkey.
c). Pamali mentioned pig
The word pig was believed by old people as a word that should not be
spoken. The word pig was a word that was believed by fishermen as a word that can
bring negative effects to anyone who violates it. The people if mentioned monkey on
Tempe lake they are believe if you said that word people cannot get anything income
such us catch of fish. According to old people, they believe lord of the lake
(crocodile) hates pigs and monkey as animals that live on land, so people should not
be mentioned and were believed to affect the catch of fishermen's fish, so the catch of
fish will be reduced.
2. Respond Participant
In the Buginese society especially in the era of many cultures that were there,
one of them was Pamali. Taboo or in Indonesia called Pamali is one of the cultures
that existed long ago. Pamali had many kinds, one of which was Pamali, the words
found in Sengkang, Tempe District. Tempe Subdistrict was one of the sub-districts
located in Sengkang which holds many cultures and customs, one of which was
Pamali. Pamali in sengkang community called " Pemmali" was one of the cultures
that existed since immemorial time. Every community had its views about Pamali
definition.
In the interview conducted by several informants from young people to old
people, the writer found that there were some responses that were said by respondents
and how they viewed Pamali words. Respondents of them are diverse, there are those
who still believe and there are those who do not believe anymore, besides that their
reasons for believing or not feeling are quite diverse.
Correspondingly, Pamali was something passed down from generation to
generation to previous parents. The response caused by many of respondents was
very diverse. Respondent who was a young person living in the area, which was
believed the word should not be said because it was believed by old people who
should not be violated. Although the woman did not really know what the word
meant, she still respected what the parents said.
Next Respondent is young male and entrepreneur. When the author asked
how he responded when asked about Pamali was this informant who did not believe
the name Pamali. According to him Pamali was a word that did not make sense and
contradicts Islamic law. This was statement:
Respondent :Pamalimenurutsaya yang dilarangdengan agama, yang
bertentangandengan agama. ( Pamali in my opinion is
prohibited by religion, which is contrary to religion.)
Meanwhile, Pamali words that she had heard were in the form of actions that
parents once said, for example we were prohibited from traveling when there was
food available. That was the kind of taboo he used to get but if it was in the form of
Pamaliwords, there were also things he had heard from the surrounding community,
for example when fishing.
According to him, Pamali was no longer believe about Pamali because since
he studied Islam, respondents 3 already have more knowledge about Islamic law and
consider Pamalito be contrary to the teachings of Islam. So, the conclusion was that
he no longer believes in Pamaliin the surrounding community and considers all the
things he got in the form of sustenance from Allah SWT.
The response from young people respondent (24 years old) was that he
believed and did not believe the name Pamali, but more did not believe him. She did
not believe in Pamali because what was and heard was different from what was said
by parents and what was said or prohibited by previous parents was not proven. In the
following statement excerpt:
Respondent :Tidak tau jugakenapa, tapisepertiitutengkurapada yang
bilangkalautengkurapitumeninggal mama nya , tapitidakji.
banyakji orang tengkuraptidakmeninggaljimamanya.
Hahaha… (I don't know why, but like that, someone said if
our prone then our mother is died, but she did not, many people
lie on down stomachs but their mothers do not die. Hahaha…)
According to respondent, it all had nothing to do and the words that were
formerly from our ancestors or our previous parents are very unreasonable.
Pamaliwords that she often heard from her parents were untrue and she also never
saw firsthand the effects of those words. Logically there is no connection between us
on our stomach and our mother who is edited because even if we don't lie on our
stomachs, our parents will die or we may die before them and our stomachs for too
long can make our health disturbed.
Then the respondent as housewife was a 37-year-old. The respondent
explained his description of the definition of Pamali according to him. Respondents
said that leaving was something that was prohibited by previous parents and should
not be done. Respondents also explained that must preserve the culture and traditions
of our ancestors. Pamali words were trusted by the surrounding community as words
that should not be spoken and violated because they were believed to affect the
fortune that was gained. Respondents also still believe in Pamali as one of the
traditions of their ancestors.
The next respondent as a housewife (56 years old), she was an old person and
expresses her response about Pamali words. According to the respondent, Pamali
words still believe because it was a legacy from previous ancestors, this can be seen
in the following statement excerpt:
Respondent:iyajelas,
diyakinimemangkarenaduluitukalausudahdilarangbiasakitalih
at, biasakitalihat,…. Biasakitalihatmi’ ,biasaLattanggeng mi
misalnyakalaulagi… yah..
tapikalautidaklepasdarituhanpastinyaadakeyakinandarituhan,
Insya Allah. Iyamemangada, memangada,
tapiitutidakbolehTakabbur ,semacamperingatanlahdari orang
tuasecaratidaklangsungbilangPemmali’ ( yes it is clear, it is
believed that it was because if it was forbidden we used to see it,
… you can see, ... well .. but if it is not separated from God there
must be confidence from God, God willing. There is, indeed
there is, but it should not be Takabbur, a kind of warning from
parents indirectly saying Pemmali ’)
According to the respondent trusting Pamali did not mean not believe Allah
but this Pamali was actually so that we were not just expressing things or speaking
randomly. According to her Pamali is like our way to be more careful in saying and
behaving. Pamali was trusted by was the respondent not only because of the words of
the parents but the respondent had also experienced events related to Pamali words.
Like the catch of fishing fish that suddenly disappears and the worst was when the
crocodile comes to the surface.
Than the Response from old people defines pamali was an action that has
existed since the ancestors first. Pamali words that should not mentioned pig,
monkey, and crocodile because the word was forbidden to say when fishing or being
in a lake. Respondent 6 and the local community believed this because they saw by
themselves what would happen if we violated such as reduced fishing catches, and
what was worse was that those who violated would suddenly sink. So, all fishermen
were afraid of the trust to leave the word.
B. Discussion
After finding and analyzed the meanings of Pamali words in the buginese
society by used the theory from Austin (1962), it can be concluded that the writer
foundPamaliwords that were still believed by the people in BaruOrai village. Tempe
district, which was still believed until now, the conclusions in the research identified
through the theory.
Based on the results was found in the findings, Pamali word in Buginese
Sengkang that was prohibited from mentioning the word crocodile, pig and monkey.
The data said farewell because both young people and old people alike heard the
word from their ancestors. So that the word by some people still know the words.
In that word, old people said that the word “Babi (pig)” was forbidden to be
uttered because it was a word that was hated by the inhabitants of Tempe lake. So old
people who said the word will get negative effects such as the absence of fish catch
for fishermen and also the word pig as a word should not be said in the lake because
pigs do not live in the lake. The data, the old people said that the mention of the word
monkey should not be mentioned in the lake or when fishing because according to old
people and young people listen from their parents if it can cause the inhabitants of the
lake to become angry so that the fishing catch of fishermen is reduced and the
recession was reduced. The word monkey is actually just an absurd story because the
monkey was lives on land, not in water or was in a lake.
Even though in this modern era the tradition was starting to fade but the
people of the village still believe what their ancestors had inherited and every year
there was a traditional event celebrated by the people of Baru Orai village called ''
Maccera Tappareng''. The traditional event which is celebrated to give thanks to the
almighty god for the abundant recipe as well as Rejecting the problem and respecting
the inhabitants of Lake Tempe. They believe that Lake Tempe had a dweller that
wasnot visible to the eye, which was why they made an event once a year. They held
the event by cutting buffalo animals and kept their heads in the middle of Lake
Tempe. This tradition continued until today, the people of Baru Orai village believe
that if the event was not held, their livelihoods and livelihoods will be reduced.
Then the Pamali word obtained was prohibited from mentioning the words
Monkey, Pig and Crocodile when fishing or while in the lake. Mentioning the word
monkey, Pigs and Crocodiles were believed to bring harm to those who said it
because was believed that their profits will decrease, and fishermen's catches will
decrease. Mentioned a monkey and a pig while in the river makes the river's
inhabitants angry because they think humans did not respect the river's inhabitants.
Monkeys and Pigs don't live in rivers or lakes; they only live on land, that's why we
shouldn't say it in rivers or lakes.
The response that was generated during the interview with informants was
that most old people still believed in Pamali word because of the strong traditions in
the area so that these words were maintained in modern times. The old people in
Baruorai village still uphold the name of the tradition of the previous parents before
them in the form of words or deeds and some of them then carry on some of their
beliefs to the younger generation today.
Most young people cannot believe that the name Pamali because the study of
Islamic law does not make sense to be believed, there is no logic, increased
knowledge, the inclusion of modern understanding and more. Besides that young
people now consider that pamali is only a story from old people and not necessarily
the truth. Some of them do not believe because the prohibition said by parents may
not have a negative effect on them, for example ‘’do not sit on a pillow because later
on boils’’, in this case some of them do not believe because there is no effect that
occurs to themselves. Sometimes they already know what the purpose of the
prohibition is so that we don't act randomly because later it will damage the object.
Based on the was data found from the informants, it can be seen that as the
times the old people still believe in the word pamali while the people of young people
no longer believe in the word pamali that those words can have a negative impact on
us, but there was another purpose behind the word pamali. Even though young people
know the word pamali exists, their perspective was different from old people.
Examples can be found in respondents who said that "do not sit on a pillow can cause
boil" even though the word can actually be interpreted as a ban because the pillow
will be damaged later.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS
This chapter provided conclusions and suggestions. After analyzed the taboo
words in the Buginese society, especially in Baru Orai village, Tempe district,
Sengkang. The writer gave some conclusions and suggestions to the readers.
A. CONCLUSSION
After analyzed data from a study conducted in Sengkang for approximately,
the researchers concluded that taboo words from the Buginese language were
considered Pamali word.
. The researcher found words that cannot be released while fishing and while
in a river, such as a mentioned Crocodile, pig, and monkey. In the words spoken, the
people of this village believed that something bad will happen, for example, when
mentioning the word their catch of fish is lost suddenly or the watchman of the lake
(Crocodile) will rise to the surface. These words had been believed to be something
that had become a part of rural community life.
Trust in the Pamali words for the people had long been believed since the
days of their ancestors. One of the speakers even gave question about a tradition or
special event for the lake dwellers, the name Maccera Tappareng event. According to
one informant when something happened to them or they were not fishing enough,
the residents had to hold an event called ‘’Macerra tappareng’’ which was used to
search for buffalo and buffalo head kept in the lake, the event had been going on
since their ancestors. Where an event is an event like praying to an almighty god to
provide sustenance, usually the event is led by experienced old people.
In several interviews, respondent expressed their views on Pamali. Old people
and young people had their views on the Pamali resolution itself, in addition to
responding about Pamali from each other was different source, consider old people
must believe about Pamali word but some young people did not believe about pamali
word because some of them though pamali is not logic and some of them study about
Islamic law, etc. This was something that happened in Baru Orai Village, Tempe
Sub-District ,Sengkang city, Wajo District.
B. SUGGESTION
Based on the findings and discussion in the previous chapter, such as data
some people was no longer believed as Pamali words and cannot access using speech
act theory, so the researcher asked for future research to use research by used another
theory.
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APPENDIXES
old people talking about pamali words in buginese. especially in baruorai village, sengkang
city.
Young people talking about Pamali words and their response about that.

